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The Asmodeus LeTTers

O n May 2, 1941, a remarkable letter was published in a now-defunct 
Christian newspaper in England called The Guardian. The item—
brought to light by one C.S. Lewis—was a letter from a senior Devil 

named Screwtape, addressed to his nephew, Wormwood. The letter provided 
advice and guidance to the younger demon, offering helpful hints how he 
might go about tempting his human targets. Over the next six months an 
additional 30 letters would appear. Needless to say, the publication of this 
correspondence shed much light on heretofore little-known methods employed 
by the Devil in his approach to leading mankind astray.

Last year, independent researchers discovered the existence of an addi-
tional letter of a much more recent vintage. This letter is unlike the others, 
having been written by an apparently different Devil altogether. In fact, 
this writer does not even refer to himself, or to his recipient, as a “devil,” 
though he does use the term “demon.” Nor does he see God as The Enemy, 
much unlike his colleague Screwtape; to the contrary, he speaks only of The 
Chairman, and seems to consider his own role as a divinely delegated respon-
sibility. The style of this epistle, as the reader will immediately perceive, is 
markedly different from the muted tones of Screwtape. Yet there is a clear 
continuity from the original trove, and the clear goal of both letter writers is 
the ultimate estrangement of humanity from God and goodness. The name 
of the demonic representative in this newly discovered letter is “Asmodeus”; 
his recipient, a younger representative, is addressed only as his nephew “Bob.”

I have no intention of explaining how the letter, now offered to the 
public, fell into my hands. Suffice it to say, the letter has been thoroughly 
examined not only by the aforementioned researchers, but also by the expert 
editorial staff of Tradition. Its authenticity is beyond challenge. Herewith, 
then, for the first time, I present the complete Letter of Asmodeus, from 
manuscript.
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My Dear Bob,

Six months already it’s been since I heard from you. You don’t write, you 
don’t call—nothing. Would it kill you to show a little love to your favorite 
uncle?

In any event, I am glad to see our plans are finally paying off. You 
are too young to remember, but it wasn’t so long ago—right up until the 
humans’ Second World War—that many of us thought we’d be out of 
work. What need was there for an evil inclination, when no one had time 
for the Chairman and His teachings anyway? We thought we would go 
the way of the buggy whip. As it were, we were all getting fat and lazy 
from lack of work.

It wasn’t that the Other Side didn’t fight back—not at all. At that 
time, though, the emphasis was placed upon Shuls. (I hate to use their 
language, Bob, but for shorthand you can’t beat it.) And the truth is, 
frankly, if I were on their side, I would have done exactly the same thing. 
That made us sit up and take notice. And it did get their side enough 
recruits to force us to resume the day-to-day grind of tempting people. 
We could no longer rely on the simple absence of spirituality to do our 
work for us.

And we adjusted our tactics, as we always do. Through the use of our 
powerful public relations arm we let the message spread that religion was 
fine with us, even something to be admired, so long as it stayed within 
the shul, and maybe a ritual here and there. For by encouraging the idea 
that religion was well and good up to a point, our subjects unwittingly 
fell into our trap. You know our corporate motto, Bob: “A moderated 
religion is as good for us as no religion at all—and more amusing.”

Ah, but the game changed. Through an annoying mix of older Euro-
peans and younger Americans, the emphasis began to shift onto “Torah” 
and “Jewish education.” Boys’ schools, girls’ schools, adult program-
ming. To say nothing of this yeshiva in Israel business. “Learning” was 
everywhere. Our subjects were growing passionate about their religion, 
and we were getting routed.

For a while we tried to stop it with wedge issues. Why, it actually 
looked like we’d be able to derail their growth by nothing more than the 
correct pronunciation of the final letter of the Hebrew alphabet! (That 
was your cousin Avdan’s idea, Bob. He won an award for it at the annual 
conference in Las Vegas.) But unfortunately, the Other Side was able to 
overcome it, and they eventually learned to co-exist with their differ-
ent factions. Daf Yomi groups proliferated, book publishing exploded—
and we were reeling. Some of us even thought the Chairman was finally 
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getting ready to bring in the closer—The Messiah—which some think 
would really be the end of the evil inclination (though I’m not so sure of 
that myself). Anyway, we were really on the ropes.

And that’s when we had the great breakthrough, and it is the reason 
why I’m writing you this letter. For it was you, dear nephew, who had the 
foresight to realize that even learning, merely citing Scripture itself, could 
be employed for our purposes. Not many of us realized at the time that if 
all the focus could be placed on learning for the sake of learning, rather 
than absorbing the lessons of learning—why, then all the education in the 
world wouldn’t disturb our mission. But you understood this. Actually, 
some of them understand this too, though not many would admit it. 
The other day I even overheard one of their leaders—a man to whom we 
devote our most intense efforts—grumbling privately to a colleague that 
they “had turned learning into an avoda zara!” Bob, I tell you, I hadn’t 
laughed so hard in years. Oh, how sweet it is!

And it gets better. As it turns out, somehow all the learning did 
nothing to change the wonderful attributes we have always promoted: 
greed, materialism, and jealousy. I recognize your handiwork in all this, 
dear boy. For by allowing our subjects to take pride in how much they 
were learning, their attention was fixed inward, and no longer on their 
neighbors or even on the Chairman Himself. In fact, sometimes I wonder 
how it is our subjects never seem to have asked themselves this question. 
After all (and to my annoyance) their program of learning had undeni-
able success in increasing their Sabbath observance. Yet, did they never 
wonder why it did nothing to curb material excess? But I digress. The 
point is, dear nephew, they still haven’t figured it out. You must therefore 
keep them in this condition of false spirituality, Bob. It is critical to our 
mission.

But now I want to let you in on a real secret, and, my dear nephew, I 
have to ask you to keep this in confidence. For what I wish to tell you now 
is the ultimate weapon, the thing that really keeps us all still in business: 
All this learning our targets have focused upon has caused them to totally 
forget their core responsibility to the Chairman—that of being a light unto 
the nations.

The secular world is flailing, absolutely adrift. Our elite units have 
done a marvelous job on that front. Standards of anything the Other Side 
stands for, be it of morality, decency, honesty, are no longer slipping but 
have evaporated completely. Our long-term program of replacing the old 
values with modern ones of our own creation has begun to bear fruit. 
We’ve got young men and women so confused, they have no idea of 
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their proper roles, be it in family life or society. Why, they barely know 
any more how to interact with one another! And we make sure to keep 
changing the values on them, too—through that public relations arm I 
mentioned—so they can never get comfortable. It turns out that instead 
of tempting people away from goodness, it’s a lot easier if they no longer 
even know what is good and what is evil.

You know who gets the credit for all this, right? It was none other 
than me, your favorite uncle, who set this process in motion way back 
in ‘62. I recall working overtime, whispering in the ears of the Supreme 
Court Justices, and convincing them, somehow, that God in the class-
room violated their Constitution. That was a real feat, let me tell you, 
especially since their Constitution itself references their deity. But you 
know how it is—if you catch people during the right period of time, 
logic need not interfere. With that one move, my boy, I began to lay the 
groundwork for all our successes today. And lately we’ve barely even had 
any opposition to our program. Why, we’ve fiddled so much with their 
moral compass, they’re afraid to say anything at all, for fear of offending 
somebody, somewhere, somehow.

So here is where the great secret comes in. I’m sure you realize we 
haven’t managed to fool all of the people. There are still millions of  
targets we’ve not been able to reach, who look at the landscape surround-
ing them with dismay. These ordinary people know in their hearts that 
something has gone disastrously wrong. But what good are troops without 
officers? There is only one group that should be leading the counterattack 
against us from the Other Side—their Rabbis, to be blunt. But that is 
exactly the secret to our success. We’ve got them so tied up with learning, 
they’ve forgotten their true responsibility to the rest of the world!

Oh, I know they get involved when legislation we support threatens 
to affect them, and they’ve done well enough lobbying for items that 
directly assist their finances. But do they make any serious attempt to 
influence the broader fabric of society? Would any of them speak out 
publicly on basic issues of morality in the public sphere, and not merely 
in echo-chambers of their own creation? Do they raise their voice on 
behalf of the children in the public schools? They do not. They seem to 
have quietly ceded this calling to the Reform and Conservative factions, 
to influence the world under their mantra of Tikkun Olam. (We almost 
had trouble with them, too; fortunately, we quickly realized their man-
tra had become not just an aspect of their practice, but practically their 
sole conception of it, and they no longer present a threat.) The Ortho-
dox variety, however, has done nothing, and that is all we need—for the  
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only thing necessary for our Side to triumph, is for the Other Side to do 
nothing.

We have some of our staff devoted full time to this mission, so 
important it is to our ultimate success. We have successfully implanted 
the idea in some of their most passionate adherents that they are in what 
they call Golus, and thus somehow not truly citizens of the countries 
they happen to reside in. Thus, they take no notice and even less respon-
sibility for what goes on in the wide world around them. (Believe it or 
not, some go so far as to hold this belief even within their own auton-
omous State—a state they believe we were responsible for! I myself still 
can’t really understand that one . . . ) Of course, the argument never made 
much sense, especially because the Other Side is already involved in the 
political process, and they are affected by others whether they like it or 
not. But as I said, logic is never an obstacle to a dedicated demon.

We also have a special unit working on those on the Other Side who 
consider themselves “modern.” The key to this group, dear nephew, is 
to appeal to their intellectualism. A lot of them have gone to various  
colleges and are proud of their education. Pride by itself, of course, is one 
of our all-time classic methods for achieving our metrics, but we’ve had 
even more success by letting it interfere with their passion. Get them to 
think of themselves as above religion, Bob, and you’re sure to succeed. No 
one will make any effort to spread light to the rest of the world if he’s not 
truly invested in it himself.

In that regard, there was a Rabbi not too long ago who understood 
the importance of this mission, and he was a real threat to us. His name 
was—I shudder just to say it—Jonathan Sacks. He could have been a 
real model for his colleagues in the rabbinate. He was a public voice of 
reason and faith, and he gave others the moral courage and fiber they 
needed to challenge our tactic of shifting morals. We tried to weaken his 
effectiveness by subjecting him to attacks from both his right and his left, 
but somehow he foiled us and rose above it. Observe, dear nephew, the 
profound and heartfelt feelings of loss people expressed at his untimely 
demise, and you get a taste of just how desperately public religious fig-
ures of his sort are craved. Just imagine what would happen if more of 
their rabbis followed his example! The public’s confidence would grow, 
and they’d launch massive counterattacks to restore the values we worked 
so hard to undermine. And that is precisely why you must be vigilant to 
prevent that from happening!

So, Bob, you know what you have to do. Let the Other Side continue 
to operate under the illusion that “learning” alone is everything. In fact, 
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you should do your level best to actually encourage such learning—they’ll 
never guess that you’re the one behind it. So long as nothing changes in 
their character and behavior, their learning cannot harm us. Above all, 
make every effort to ensure that they continue to remain insulated and 
isolated. Prevent them from realizing the Torah they have was made pre-
cisely for civilizations just like their own. Let them not understand the 
potency of a timeless Torah for a generation that has lost its moorings. 
And let them never discover the truth, that the words of their Torah 
were not designed to be hoarded away in secret for them alone, but to be 
shared joyfully with the rest of the world.

In Tempter’s Training College, many ages ago, I was forced to read 
the literature of the Other Side, and I came across a verse from their 
prophet Isaiah: “It is not enough that you be my servant to raise up the 
tribes of Judah and restore the survivors of Israel. I will make you a light 
for the nations, so that my salvation may extend to the end of the Earth.” 
So long as we can get them to forget their true role in the world, Bob, we 
demons will still be around.

Your affectionate uncle,

Asmodeus
P.S. I need you to speak to your cousins Sam and Matt. You know they 
have some unique responsibilities in our organization, but lately they’ve 
ju - - -

Here the manuscript breaks off abruptly. It is resumed only on the next line, 
in a different hand altogether, with the incomprehensible words “Fahltz 
Geshicker Homme, Kozvi Kuzo Nemtuedom.” All attempts to decipher 
have thus far failed.
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